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Introduction: The Rise of the American 
Biographical Novel 
Given all the biograph ical novels published over the last thirty years. we 
could probably assume that, if Robe rt Penn Warren wrote All the King's Men 
today, he would have named his protagonist Huey Long instead of Willie 
Stark. Indeed, Jay Parin i. who was a friend of Warren's, claims that the novel 
would have been stronger had he done so: "'In All the King's Me" , written in 
the mid-fonies, Robert Penn \.varren felt t ightly hound to the traditions of 
conventional his torical fiction . I don't think he could see his way toward the 
contemporary fo rms of the biographical novel, or else he would have ca lled 
h is protagonist Huey Long, no t Will ie Stark:' 
Parin i's remarks. of course, beg the question: What happened in the 
realm of ideas that made the biographical novel not just possible but also 
incredibly popular? To begin answering this question. let me explain what 
prohibited one of the t,,,,entie th-century's most likely wri ters from producing 
a biographical novel. 
In her essay "TIle Art of Biography:' Virginia Woolf maintains that the 
"novelist is frcc" to crea te. while "the biographer is tied" l to facts. Lytton 
Strachey and the new biographers of the early twentieth century revo lu -
tionized the biography by making liberal use of the creative imagina tion 
and fictional techniques in depicting a person's life. thus giving the art ist! 
biographer the "freedom to invent" something new. "a book that was not 
only a biography but also a work of art."2 But ultimately, Woolf concluded, 
this "combinat ion proved unworkable;' because "fact and fiction refused to 
mix."J It should seem odd that Woolf would rejec t the biographical novel, 
because she published Orlando: A Biography. But for Woolf, it is impossible 
to reconcile the ac t of creating a living character and representing a person 
accurately. Therefore, as a biographer. she sought to rep resent the life of 
Roger Fry as accurately as she possibly could in her biography of the arti st. 
But as a novelist. she thought that tethering herself to an actual person's 
I Woolf (19,12), "The Art of Biography," in Tile De(lth of the MollI mul OIlier ESS(lYS. 
London: The Hogarth Press: 120. 
Woolf (1942): 123. 
J Ibid. For useful discussions of Woolf 's complicated approach 10 biography, sec Ra)' 
Monk's "This Ficli(ious Life: Virginia Woolf on Biography and Reality" and Mark 
Hussey's ~Woolf: After Lives." 
2 'Ii'lit /ifill Fictiom 
story would be dea th 10 her creati ve freedom. So while Woolf call s Or/til/do 
a biography, it is clear 10 her and the reader that it is fic tio n. After a ll, the 
subject is not a real person. but a ficti onal charac ter thai lives fo r mo re than 
300 years, undergoes a non ~surgicill sex change from it man to a wo man. and 
has a child. For Woolf, writers have to choose between the art of representing 
a person's life accurately. which would lead them 10 produce a biography, or 
creating a living and breathing character, which would lead them to produce 
a work of fi ction. Blending the two in the form of the biographical novel is 
not an oplion. 
For many biographical novelist s, developments in posll11odernisll1 made 
it poss ible to fuse biography and the novel. For instance, Parini, Lance 
Olsen, Madison Smarlt Bell , and Ron Hansen argue that it is no longer 
possible to treat historical and/or biographical representations as any more 
truthful than narratives of fi ction because historians and biographers use 
the same rhetorical strategies, devices, and techniques as crea tive writers in 
constructing their na rratives. Within this post modern fram ework , fact is 
fi ction, and consequentl )" history and biograph)'. which were once conside red 
to be separ.lIe and distinct from fi ction, can no longer la), claim to being 
non· fi ctional. Michael Cunningham. Julia Alvarez. Joanna Scott, and Mark 
Allen Cunningham agree with this postmodern assessment . but the)' reverse 
... the equation by unde rscoring the factuali zation of fic tion. As Michael 
Cunningham explains, "there's no such thing as fiction. not in the absolute 
sense. Fic tion writers work from our experience of the world and the people 
who inhabit it." If fac l is not as factunl as we once thought . neither is fiction 
as fIC tional as we once thought , which is why Cunningham concludes: "Some 
of LIS go to greater lcngths than others to disguise that which we've seen and 
heard, but slill , fiction can only ari se out of what a wliter has seen and heard. 
And so, it 's really a ques tion of degree." Contra Woolf. who claims that fJct and 
fiction refuse to mix, these post modernist writers argue that fact and fi ction 
are inseparable. because fic tional techniques pia), a crucial role in shaping 
fact, while fac ts provide the basis for fic tion. 111is post modern blending offact 
and fiction is, in part , what made the biographical novel poss ible. 
It was on November 6, 1968 that we fi rst see prominent noveli sts in 
a content ious debate about the legitimacy of the biographical novel. The 
historian C. Vann \Voodward moderated a forum with Warren. Ralph 
Ellison. and \OViliiam Styron, and the topic was "The Uses of History in 
Fiction." When introducing the central ideas to be discussed, Woodward 
insists that there is a "distinction between the historian and the novelist."4 
Ellison, cl :11 .• " ' nlC Uses of Hislory in Fiction." SOlllilCrII Lilcrary IUll rllal (Spring 1969): 
59, 
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Unlike the novelist, the histo rian cannot " invent characters. invent motives 
for his charac ters."s But Warren rejects this assumptio n because he holds that 
the past is always mediated through a speci fic consciousness, which means 
that historians. whether they realize it or not, use the creative imagination 
as much as novelists in order to construct their "historical characters."6 
Though Warren claims that historians and novelists are the same in that they 
use the imagination to access and construct their subjec ts, he does make a 
distinction between the two. The fic tion writer "claims to know the inside 
of his characters. the undocumentable inside;' while the historian "wants 
to find the facts beililld the world."7 Like Warren, Ellison rejec ts the idea 
that there is a distinction between "American histo riography and American 
ficti on," for "they're both artifiCial;' which is why Ellison refers to historians 
as "responsible liars."8 
Since Ellison considers histor)' fiction, it wo uld seem that he would favor 
the biographical novel. But such is not the case. At one point during the 
discuss ion. Ell ison praises Warren for engaging history correctl)' in All the 
Killg's Me,,: 
I think that Red Warren, who has always been co ncerned with history, 
has offered us an example of how to confront the problem or histo ry as 
the novelist should. I think that when he wro te about a great American 
polit ician who governed his stale and refused to int rude into the area 
of the histori an, he refused because he was canny enough to realize that 
he could never get that particular man into fiction. And yct, I believe 
that he did use that man to bring into foc us within his own mind many. 
many important facts about power, politiCS and class, and loyalty." 
Warren's decision not to name his character Huey Long was aestheti ca lly 
sound and pragmatically astute, because he was able to articulate some 
crucial historica l "truths" about the dynamics o f power, the psychology o f 
politics. and the structures o f class. Had Warren ventured in to the realm o f 
the historian by specifically naming his character Hue), Long, he would have 
failed to represent the complexity and detail s of the man and he would have 
made himself vulnerable to attack from histo rians. Indeed. Ellison specifies 
what historians would do to novelists were they to encroach on the histo-
rian's intellec tual terrain: "the moment )'ou put any known figures into the 
book, then somebody is going to say, 'But he didn't have that mole on that 
S Ellison cl al. ( 1969): 59. 
, Ellison et at ( 1969) : 6 1. 
7 Ibid. Warren's emphasis. 
Ellison cl at ( 1969): 62. 
Ellison et al. ( 1969): 6'1-5. Ellison's emphasis. 
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side of his face; it was on that side. You sa id that he had a wife; he d idn't h ilVC 
;] wifc."' lI.l Therefore. instead o f naming the character afte r the o rigina l, as so 
many contemporary biograph ica l novelists do, Ellison counsels wr iters to 
"lie and disguise a histor ical flgure," IL as Wnrrcn did . 
While Elli son's cOlllments ilTC about Warren's work. they arc also a no t~so ­
subtle critique of Styron's 1967 biographical novel Tile Confessions of Na t 
'filmer, which differs from All/he King's Metl because he named his character 
after the original histori cal figure. rnlis novel caused considerable contro· 
versy fo r exac tly the reasons Ellison mentions: people claimt!'u tholt Styron 
misrepresented Na t Turner and made fact ual errors ilbout him , Styron 
was prepared for this objec tion, but ironica ll y, he used the work of Georg 
Lukacs to respond to Ellison and his critics. C iting a passage from Lukacs' 
Tile Historical Novel, Styron argues that the novelist who has a commanding 
grasp of an historical period can alter certa in fac ts in an effort to "reproduce 
the spiri t of any age faithfu lly and authenlicull y."1 2 Luter in the discuss ion, 
he insists Ihat writers cannot to tally dispense with facts and evidence. But 
he does use Lukacs' work to say that nove li sts have the freedom to disrega rd 
"useless fact "!) in order to get to a more substantive historical truth . 
Styron did himself no favo r by ci ting Lukacs, for if Styron had read The 
Historical No vel in whole, he would have realized that Lukacs would have 
dubbed The C01lfessions of Nat Tumer an unambiguous failure. For Lukacs, 
the ultimate goal of the historical novel is to portray a "great historicaltruth"14 
which it does through "the poet ic awakening of the people who figured 
in"15 momentous historical events. "What matters;' acco rd ing to Lukacs • . 
"is that we should re-experience the social und human motives which led 
men to think, feel and ac t just as they did in historical reality:'16 and th is 
is something that the hislOrical novel is best suited to accomplish. Lukacs 
favored the classical historical novel. because it effectively pictu red the 
"der iva tion of the individuality of characters from the historical peculiarity 
of the ir age."17 \Vi thin this framework, the author must clearly understand 
and accurately represent "histo ry as a process;'18 that is, the way historical 
concreteness function s according to rigorous and objecti ve laws in shaping 
and determ ining the great socio-politica l collisions of a particular age. 
10 Ellison d 011. (1969): 74. Ellison'scmphasis. 
II Ibid. 
Il Ellison el a!. ( 1969): 66. 
U Elli son ct al. (1969): 75. 
I I L.ukacs ( 1962), 'nli! HistoriL'al NOI'~·I. Lin..:olll: Uni \'e rsil)' of Nebraska Press: 3 19. 
I ~ L.ukacs ( 1962): 42. 
10 Ibid. 
11 L.ukacs ( 1962): 19. 
II L.ukacs ( 1962 ): 2 1. 
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Given Ihis objeclive. the biographical novel is doomed to fa ilure, because 
the focus on "the biography of the hero" leads authors to overlook or misrep-
resent significant historical events and truths, and thus "reveal the historical 
weakness of the biographical form of the noveL"',) Should a part icular person 
be the focal point of an histo rical novel, this figure would be treated as more 
important than the histo rical transformation, wh ich would necessarily lead 
to a disto rted image of the society and the age.211 Obviously, Lukacs would 
fault Styron for center ing his novel in the consciousness of Nat Turner. 
lbe varying critiques of the biographical novel by Woolf, Ellison, and 
Lukacs arc important because Lhey reflect the judgments of the literary 
establishment, especially those who de termine the Pulitze r Prize in fiction. 
The first biographical novel to pose a serious challenge for the Pulitze r 
committee was Sty ron's 71le COllfessiolls of Nat Tllmer. Significant is the fac t 
that the committee did not yet have a su itable vocabular}' or conceptual 
framework for making systematic sense of the biographical novel. which 
in part explains its difficulty in assessing it. The 1968 report notes "the 
Fiction Jury could not reach a unan imous opinion" about this novel. so it 
submitted a fo rm wi th "a minor ity and a majority opinion and a possible 
compromise selec tion:'2' To come to terms with its own confusion, there is 
an ex tended d isC llss ion of Sty ron's novel. The report is six pages long and 
consists of twenty- two parag raphs. Styron's novel is discussed in twelve of 
those paragraphs, and it is the exclusive subject of ten. The only other novel 
to come close is Isaac Bashevis Singer's 71,e MatlOr, which is mentioned in 
si.x paragraphs and the primary subjec t of only two. 
As important as the length and focus of the report are the comments abollt 
Styron's novel, which shed considerable light on the committee's assumptions 
and expectations regarding fi ction. Even though Lukacs would have charac-
terized and faulted 71,e Confessions of Nnt Turner as a biographical novel , 
both Styron and the committee saw it as an historical novel. "nli s is cleM 
from the decision of John K. Hutchens, one of the committee members, to 
cite Styron, who says that 11le COllfessiolls is "less an ' historical novel' than 
a meditation on history:'n Lessening the degree to which 711e Con/essio,,:> 
is an historical novel does not negate it as one. And it is worth noting that, 
when Styron defmed his novel during the forum with Ellison and 'Warren , 
he used Lukacs' 711 e Historical Novel to do so. What Hutchens admires so 
much about the work is Styron's ability to do two things simultaneously: to 
I ~ Lukacs ( 1962): 320. Lukacs' emphasis. 
la Luk;ics ( 1962): 32 1. 
11 Fischer and Fischer (2007). Cll ro"ic/': of tile Pulitzer Prizes for Fictioll= DisCIIssiolls, 
DI:cisicms, Dissents. Munich: K. G. Saur Verlag: 294. 
-- Fischer and Fischer (2007): 294. 
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use rich. imaginati ve language in order to engage the reader and to represent 
the historical figure accurately. On the basis of these criteria, Hutchens 
concludes that Styron "has written what is, in my opinion, the finest 
American novel of 1967, and the one that promises to be most enduring as 
art and rc ·creatcd history."B 
Maxwell Geismar and Melvin Maddocks were the two other reade rs. and 
they disagreed with Hutchens 011 both accoun ts. Their comments are useful, 
because they indicate what the members consider the freedom a writer is 
a llowed and not allowed to take wi th the historical record. Geismar and 
Maddocks claim that The Conjessiotls is a flawed novel because there are 
"seriolls defects in the use of its historical material" as well as the "prose 
style:' It might seem that these two problems are separate and distinct, but 
for these readers they are actua lly inextricably linked. Maddocks claims 
that the novel's writing is "too smooth, too literary:'H 'This is a problem 
because such li terary language lacks ve ri sim ilitude. According to Geismar, 
instead of replicating the "early nine teenth century language" of Na t Turner 
or 1110mas Gray, the lawyer who look the rebel slave's confess ion. "Styron 
has added a large percent of romilntic Southern rhe tori c to the point of 
making the nove l's prose so fragrant, redolent, and prolix as to be overblown 
and luscious."lS 111e literary expec tation is thi s: for a historical novel to be 
effec tive and legi timate, the language must accurately reflect the way people 
spoke from the represented period, and if the language fails to do thi s, then 
the author must have a fau lty understanding of the historical period. 
Most prominent biographical novelists reject the Geismar/ Maddocks 
view. In their effort to represent a structure of consciousness or a historical 
reality biographical novelists frequentl y subordinate empirical fac ts to a 
s)'mbolic truth. For instance. when discuss ing the construc tion of her 
fictiona l characters. Joyce Carol Oates claims that her "characters are more 
illleresting, elast ic and subtle than the real people." Indeed, she goes on to 
say that the actual historical figures a rc "'not nearly as nuanced or subtle as 
my fictitiou s characters." This is the case because Oates uses her characters to 
access and represent a larger historical and cultural truth. In their assessment 
of a literary work's engagement with history, Geismar and Maddocks 
acknowledge that novelists can lise fiction to illuminate the historica l record. 
but they forbid tampering with the literal facts, which explains why they 
drew a damning conclusion about Tile COllfessi01lS of Nat Tllrner. "while 
\oVilliam St)'ron may have the right to 'invent' historical incidents within 
H Fischer and Fischl.'r (2007): 295. 
!l Ibid. 
!5 Fischer and Fischa (2007) : 297. 
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the framework of recorded history. he has in this book taken some dubious 
liberties with history itself."l'; For Geismar and Maddocks, Styron has the 
right to invent scenes that illuminate the established facts about history, but 
he does not have a right to alter history itself. But for O.nes, altering history 
is precisely what the biographical novelist does. 
So contra Geismar and Maddocks, biographical novelists unapologeti-
cally take "liberties with histo ry itself:' But what enables them to justify this 
is not so much a cynical rejection of historical truth as a subordinatio n of 
a particular narrative truth. Russell Banks best articu lates the philosophy 
underwriting the biographical novelist's approach to history. In Cloudsplitter, 
Banks describes a road that the Brown family takes on its journey to the 
Plains of Abraham, where the fam ily settles. After the publication of the 
novel, a local historian contacted Banks complaining that he made an error 
because the "road alongside those lakes in 1848 [ ... J wasn't built until the 
1870s:' Banks said that he had a map of the area from the time period, so he 
knew that there was no road there in the 1840s. But that fact did not maner, 
because he wan ted 10 picture the Brown family going along the road, which 
was shaped like "the blade of a scimi tar:' as a way of pre fi guring "the bloody 
swords that they would usc much later:' When I asked him to clarify and 
justify his motivation for taking this liberty with the historical record. he 
said that he at times subordinates a historical fact to "a drama tic truth." More 
specifica lly, the dramatic tr uth about the psychic life of the Brown family is 
more important than a literal truth about a road. 
To put the maller succinctly. all three Pulitzer committee members did 
not yet have an epistemological or aesthetic framework that would enable 
them to understand or appreciate the biographical novel. Geismar and 
Maddocks fai led to see how Styron's subordination of certain historical facts 
enabled him 10 access and represen t more substantive histor ical structures 
and truths. As for Hutchens, while he praises TI,e Conjessiolls, it is clear that 
he considers it a historical rather than a biographical novel. 
It migh t seem that 1980 marks the official arrival of the biographical 
novel, for it was in this year that Norman Mailer received the Pulitzer Prize 
in fiction for 171e Exewtioner's Song, which chronicles the last nine months 
of Gary Mark Gilmore's life. But there are two separate reasons why this is 
not the case. First, by virtue of Mailer's own definition. 'I7Ie Executioners 
Song would not qualify as a biographical novcl. If, as Woolf argues, the art 
of representing a person accurately is the primary task of the biographer 
while the art of inventing scenes to c reate a living character is the primary 
task of the novelist. then Mailer's novel would qualify as a biography bu t 
!~ Fischer and I:ischcr (2007): 296. 
TntthJid Fictioll :; 
nOI a novel. As f\ lailcr claims in his Afterword, 'Ihe EXccllt;OIler's SOllg is a 
"fa cwal ,lccOunt :' a "true life story."n The novel makes lise of "interviews, 
documents, [:lIldJ records of courL proceedings" to give readers "a factual 
accou nt of the acti vities o(Gary GUmore,"18 and when Mailer ge ts confl icting 
evidence about Gilmore, he chooses "the version that seemed most likely,"29 
Given the absence of overt creat ive inven tion, it is difficult to justi fy calling 
11te ExcClI tiollers SOllg fi ction. 
. An example (rom Bruce: Duffy 's work wi ll enable me to bring into sharp 
focus the disti nction between 'lile Executioners Song and a biographical novel. 
While I have already d iscussed the posll11odernist claim that fi ctionalizing 
reality is inescapable as the art o( framing a character or story necessi tates 
a crea ti ve shaping of mate rial, biographical novelists do something more 
conscious and stra tegic. They invent stories that never occurred in order 
to answer perplexing questions, fill in cultura l lacunae, o r signify human 
in teriors. For instance, Ludwig Wittgensle in had a conOicted sense of 
himself, Jo r he was a Jew whose fa mily became Catholic. In 'n ,e World as I 
FOllIullt, Duffy bri ll ian tl y pictu res the (amous biographical moment when 
Witlgenstc: in confesses to the philosopher G. E. Moore that he deceived 
him and others by concealing his Jewish heritage. Had Duffy onl)' included 
scenes like Wittgenstein's confession, Tlte ''''orld As I FOII/u/ It would be an 
engaging biography and not <l biographical novel. But to access and represent 
Wittgenstein's confl icted self, Duffy crea tes a scene much earlier in the novel 
with the Austrian phi losopher in a Jewish thea ter, which features a play 
about the Jewish monster figure Yosele Golem , who is described as "a kind 
of beast o r something." So Glpti vated b.}1 the perfo rmance is Wittgenstein 
that "for five hard minutes he was the play, Yosele Golem."30 During my 
interview, Dufly said that \,Vi ttgenstei n is "so upset b), a seemingly garish 
simple-minded sCc..'ne- and so unconscioliS of his deeper emotions-that he 
passes out." This is the case because he W~IS forced to confron t in the theater 
"his true past:' spec ifically his Jewish heritage. However. as Duffy told me, 
this scene never actually occurred. This is the kind of scene that does not 
appear in Tllc EXcCll liollers Song, which is why 1980 cannot be considered 
the official arriva l year of the biographical novel. 
This lack of strategic and overt invention explains the 1980 Pulitzer 
Committee's conOicted response to 71,e Executioners Song. 'I11e CQlllmitlee 
obviously recognized that there was a problem giving Mailer's work an award 
~ 1 Mailer ( 1998). T/lc ExcClIliollcrs Song. New York: Vint'lge Books: 1053. 
!~ Mailer (1 998): 105 1. 
.~ Ibid. 
)0 Duffy (20 10), 1}u: IVorltl ~ls I Found II . New York: New York Review Books: 145. Duffy's 
emphasis. 
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for fi ction, for it tries to make the case (o r it as a novel in the first sentence 
of the report: "The Executioners SOllg is subtitled 'A True Life Novel~'Jl 
Something is not entirely right about this work, which is why the com mi ttee 
members feel the need to justify that it is actually a novel. Indeed. in its 
six-sentence report, the members strategically and repeatedly emphasize 
the way the novel expands "our concept ions of the limits of history and 
ficti on" and "challenges our notions of fi ctioIl ."32 -The members obviously 
want to underscore how the novel chaHenges our definitions of fiction 
so that they can justify their decision to give Mailer an award for fiction. 
This becomes most apparent when we look at the leHer that the chairman 
of the committee, Frank McConnell, submitted to the advisory board. 
McConnell notes that one committee member, Anatole Broyard, "expressed 
some concern that Mailer's book may no t rea lly be a novel (whatever tha t 
means):'3l McConnell obviously d idn't agree with that assessment , which is 
clear (rom his parenthetical interjection. But I3royard was rightly "worr ied 
that giving the prize to" Mailer's novel "may ra ise unpleasant controve rsy and 
embarrass the Pulit zer Committee,"3~ because, if it is correc t to sa)' that The 
Executiollers Song contains no overt ly fi ctional characte rs or scenes, then it 
would be difficult to justi fy awarding it the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. 
The second reason why 1980 does not mark the official arrival of the 
biographical novel is the comm ittee's subtle bias against the genre. The 
report says: "And although the story told is about real people, and b<lsed 
upon a great mass of documentary mater ial, TI,e Executiollers SOllg is an 
extrao rdinar ily ambit ious and powerf~1 narrative."l5 Note the hint of surprise 
("although") that a "novel" about a "real" person t11at uses "document:Jry 
m:Jterial" could be a "powerful n:Jrrative." These are clearly people who 
have not yet read Duffy's 11,e World As I FDlmd It, Scott's Arrogance, Banks' 
CloLicisplitler, and Oates' Blonde. At this point , the literar}' establishment still 
needs to undergo a few more transformat ions before it could understand or 
appreciate the biographical novel. 
The year 1999 represents a decisive move in favor of the biographical 
novel, for it was in this year that Cunningham's TIle HOllrs and Banks' 
Cloudsplitler were nominated for the Pulilzer, and that Cunningham's novel 
won the award.36 Cu nningham's novel is significant because it addresses 
the literary establishment directly. The novel features a prominent wri ter 
" Fischer and Fischer (2007): 349. 
J! Ibid. 
)J Fischer and Fischer (2007): 348 
:H Ibid. 
JS Fischer and Fischer (2007): 349. 
.k> Cunningham's 'file HOllrs also won the PENfFaulkner Award. 
10 
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(Richard) who receives an impo rtan t li terary award. Fo r Cunningham's 
narra tor. thi s prize "means Ihal literature it self 1 . .. 1 Seems 10 feci a need for 
Richard 's parti cular cont ri bution."17 111is is a wonde rful way of a rticulating 
what happened wilh the Puli tzer com m ittee. It fclt a need at Ihis time for the 
biographical novelist's cont ribut ion. Aft er all . so many promincl1l writers 
published biographical novels by 1999 that it was impossible 10 ignore 
Ihcm ,JII 
Most encouraging. however, is the content of the Pulitzer's jury report. 
which indica tes a shift in the liter;u y establishment's aes the ti c expectations 
and theory of knowledge. For instance, when discuss ing TI,e HOllrs, the 
committee notes thaI a "fourth charac ter is Woolf herself:' wh ich contributes 
to the novel's "four-person complexit y."J9 Instead of assuming that a rea l 
person as a character would be a Ii .:l bili ty, as the 1980 Puli tze r committee 
did, the 1999 members recogn ize that such a li terary choice could be a huge 
asse t. What, in part, made this possible was the committee's acceptance of 
postl11odern ism. Before 1999, post modern ism was never mentioned in any 
Pu li tzer jury report fo r fi ction. But in the year Ihnt 71te HOllrs received the 
Pul itzer, the com mi ttee praised Cunn ingham (or presenting "the floati ng 
pos t-modern world and genera tion that a number of contemporary wri ters 
have tackled, but none so artfully and mo\' ingl y."~o Ra ther than stric tI )' 
demarcating fact and fic tion, biography and the novel, or a histori ca l figure 
and a fi ctional charac ter, pos tmodernists sugges t that fac t is fi ction and 
that fiction is inseparab le fro lll fac t. This post modern ist shi ft made the 
comm illee understand and app recia te a hybrid aesthe tic (o rm such as the 
biogrnphical novel, which is why we could say that the biographica l novel 
was parti all )' leg itim ized in 1999. I sa)' partia ll y because in his interview, 
Cunningham acknowledges that Ti,e Hours is o nly a parti al biographical 
novd, as Woolf is only o ne of fo ur mai n characters. 
17 Cunningham (1998), 'II,~ I-Iollrs. Nl'\\' York: Picador, 6.1. 
J. From the 1930s through the 1980s. Irvi ng Stone published a nu mber of biographical 
novels, but thesc II'ork5 han' a formulaic fed and have not impacteJ major COlllem -
purar ), \"rilers. Not one of the writers I interviewed mentioned him. A few works 
that had a significant impact before 1999 include: Arna Uonlcmps' lJ/fll:k .nwlII/a 
( 1936), Zora Neale Hurston's Most's, Alall "f II,,: MOlillta in ( 1939); Wi llia m SI)'ron's The 
COl/fcssiolls of Nat TII"".:r ( 1967); Gore Vidal's Bllrr (1973) and Ullcol" (198-1 ), Bruct' 
Duff)" s "llIc World As I Powuill ( 1987); loanna Scott :~ Arrog(Hlct' ( 1990); Ja)' !lari ni's The 
Lasl SllIlioll ( 1990) and lknjnmil/s CrossillS ( 1997); Ir"in Yalom's Wllc" Nietzsche I-VcPI 
( 1992); Julia Alvards h, Ihc Time of thi! Blltlerflies ( 199'1); Madison Smart! nt'B's All 
SOll/S' Ujsillg (1995 ); David 1\,lal11et's "JIll: Old Rdigioll ( 1997); and An ita Diama nt's ·n,t' 
Retl Je,,1 ( t997). 
'" Fischer and Fischer (2007): -124. 
\0 Ibid. 
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The convergence of history and fiction 
At thi s point , I want to foc us o n concurrent developments in histo ry and 
fic tion that mad e the biographical novel possible and ex tremely popular. 
In the nineteenth century, history became an institutionali zed d iSCipline 
that conceived of itself as a science. As such , it di stanced it self from 
literature by expandi ng and harden ing the dichotomy between fact and 
fiction. Within this framework, histo rica l fac t became more dogmat ic;'l l1y 
factual while imagi nat ive fiction became mo re fa ntasti cally fictional. There 
were, to be sure, prom inent nine teenth-centu ry detrac tors, li ke Fri edri ch 
Nietzsche, who rejec ted the fact/ fic tio n d ichotomy by expos ing the degree 
to which the scienti fic historian's establi shed fac t is really an anthropo-
morphic construction, thus suggesting that a (personal or com munal) power 
interest played a much more crucial role in the formation of h istorical fac t 
than the seem ingly neutra l and objective observers of history were willing 
to admi t. But it wasn't u ntil the I 960s, with the linguist ic tu rn in multiple 
discipli nes, the provincia li zation of western though t, the deconstruct ion 
of the correspondence theo ry of truth, and the va lorizat ion of postmod -
ern ism, that the fact / fic tion binary was systematically and comprehensively 
di sll1a ntl ed.~l Perhaps no writer, with the excep tions of Nietzsche and 
W ittgenstein, anticipated the post modern fusion of history and fic tion more 
than Walter Benjami n. In 1997, Par ini published Benjamin's Crossillg, a 
biographical novel about th e fi nal yea r of Benjam in's li fe. In this work, Parini 
brilliantly dramati zes one of Benjamin's most important contribu tions to 
intell ectual history, and il is this cont ribution that would pave the way fo r the 
biographical novel: "Benjamin believed that the equ ivalent o f a Copern ican 
revolution in th in king must occu r. Fiction would replace history, or becomc 
h isto ry."~! By 1997, that revolution was well u nde rway, which is why Parini 
could publi sh a biographical novel that simultaneously discusses and enacts 
that revolution. 
41 For discussions about the history of history, see Ha)'den White's Tropics of Discourse, 
Tltc COlllt:III of Form, and Me/allistory: 7/1C HisloriclIllmllgillalioll ill NinelccUlI, -Cclltllry 
E1Irope and Georg G. Iggcrs' Historiography ill tllc TlVclllicth Century. For a discussion of 
the li ngui stic lurn, see E. L Doc lorow's "False Documents:' Richard ROTty 'S COllling~lI c)', 
Irotly, ami Solitlarity and Judith R)'an·s 'file Novel (lff t'r 'flleory. For disc ussions of the 
provincialization of wCSIt'rn thought. sec Dipesh Chakrabarty's Prol1 jllcitll;zillg Europe 
and Edward Said 's Orienta/ism and Cul/u re ami Imperialism. FOT d iscussions of the 
deconstruction of the correspondence theory of trulh, sec ROfl Y's Philosophy awl lilt: 
Mirror of Nalllre and Michel Foucau lt 's Jlle Archaeology of Knowlcdge and 711C Ordcr of 
JMllgs. For discussions about the rise of postmodernism, sec Jean-Franc;:ois Lyotard's 
7he Postmotlem Conditio", Li nda Hutcheon's Poelics of 1'0stmotlemistl1 , and Ryan's ·m e 
Novel liftcr "flleory. 
I: Pa rini (1997), BClljamil1 s Crossing. New York: Henry Holt : 62. 
12 'Ii "tall}id Fictiolls 
Accord inl:: to Mas'lid Zav,lrzndeh, the mounting post · World \Va r Two 
inc reduli t y toward melanarr • .ltivcs gave ri se to a new form of fi ction, one 
that eRec tivel), fuses fac t and fic tion. For instance, in 1965, Truman Capote 
published III Cold Blood, which has been misleadingly referred to as a 
"nonfict ion novel," a phrase that Capole, in hi s self-promo ting way, coined 
in interviews abo ut his bookY For Zavarzadeh, the fictive novel provides 
an overarching in terpretat ion of the world, an "epiphan ic vis ion" that 
ill umi nates "the ultimate st ructure of rcali ly."44 But g iven the post modern 
exposure of such mel avis ions as phantoms of an overheated imagination, 
the traditiona l approach to the novel no longer made sense, so the nonfiction 
noveli sts created a work with a "noninterpretivc s t a nce"~s to the world. 
With regard to literary history, and speCifica ll y the rise and leg itimation 
of the American biographica l novel, the Capote case has done more to 
muddle and confuse than anything else, which is clear from Beverley 
Southgate's recent study History Meets Pictioll (2009). This is a superb work 
of scholarship that clarifies the intellec tua l developments that led to the 
blending of fa ct and fic tion, history and lileralUre. Less compelling, however, 
is Southgate'S di scussion of III Cold Blood, which he u llcritiGl lly refers to 
as a nonfict ion novel. If we think of a novel as fi ction, then we could say it 
invents a world that is not requi red to lite rall y represen t histo ri ca l events 
and persons. And if we think of histo ry as nonfiction, then we could say it 
seeks to represent as litera ll y as possible the events and persons that exist in 
the world outside the text. G iven these two separa te act iv ities, Capote's work 
wou ld be considered nonfiction, as he makes clear in his Acknowledgments: 
"A ll the materia l in this book not deri ved from my own observation is either 
taken from officia l records or is the resu lt ofinten'iews with persons directly 
concerned , more often than not nUlllerous interviews conducted over a 
considerable period of time.",16 'nlese prefa tory remarks have led Southgate 
to say of Capote's book: "One could hardly better that as a statement of 
correc t procedures for a contemporary historian ."41 But while Southgate 
considers the book typica l history, he also ca ll s it fic tion. Startling, however, 
is Southga te's imp li Ci t defllli tion 01';:1 novel, which is based not so much on 
an author's act of fict iona l creation as the reader's experience of a particu lar 
~J H ~) ll o~\' c[[ ( t ':77),. Fact. & Fie/;oll: J1w N~II' JOllnllllis", (lml/lJe NUlifie/ ioJ/ Novel. Chapel 
Hill: the U!UvcrsllY 01 North Carolina Press: x. 
H Zavarl.adch ( t976), 11,c A/)'tllOpoeie Reality: 'n,c Postwar Amcrimu NOJlfietioll Nowl. 
Urbana: Unhwsil)' of Illinoi s Press:-I2. 
15 Zavarzadeh ( 1976): -12. 
I~ Capote ( 1965). 111 Colli Blood: A True "ecouIII of (J Multiplc MllrtiulllU/ Its Couscqllcllees. 
Nt'w York: Random House: Acknowlcdgmellls. 
17 Southgate (2009) . Histor)' t'vlee fS Fictioll. "Iarlo\\,: Longman/ Pearson Edu cation Limited: 
34. 
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text: "In Cold Blood is a novel- fiction-inasmuch as it is an imaginalive 
construction written to hold the attention of its readers, and make them 
want to keep on reading."48 Given this d esc ription, novelis ts a re different 
from historians and biographers because they know how to write in an 
engaging way. By this logi C, if a historian or biographer were to writ e a cap ti -
vating work, it would cease to be histo ry or biography and would, the refore, 
become fictio n. This obviously is a dubious definit ion of fiction. Given 
Capote's approach to the Hlaterial and what it, Cold Blood actua ll )' does, it 
would be more accurate to refer to it as a page-turning histo ry or biography 
than a nonfic tio n novel. 
At stake here is not what write rs are doing as much as the schola rly 
definition of wri Ling in the postlllodcrn age, and no work has done morc 
to bring clarity to the discussion than Linda Hutcheon's 1988 study A 
Poetics of Postmodemisl1l, which is subt it led History, Fictioll, "lheory. It was 
this triad that enabled Hutcheon to formu late her most enduring contri -
bution to litera ry history, which is the idea o f historiographic metafic tio n . 
The postl1lodern theorist's recognitio n that hi story and ficti on are hu man 
constructs enables wr iters to rethink and revise accepted versions of the past. 
Historiographic m etafict ion incorporates historical even ts into a literary 
work, but given its awareness of crucial developments in theory, it also 
reflects in a c riti cal way on the quest ionable process of converting those 
even ts into an officia l ve rsion of history. In his interview, Lance O lsen 
inCis ively expresses how Hutcheon's historiographic melafiction can be 
used to illuminate his work and the biographical novel more generall }'. But 
Hutcheon's model can also be used to explain a major development frolll 
Capote's itl Cold Blood to Mailer's "f11e Executiollers Song. In TI,e Politics 
nlld Poetics of joumalist ic Narrative, Phyllis Frll s claims that Capote's III 
Cold Blood and Mailer's TIle ExeClltiollcrs Song are the fi rst to take the label 
of the "non fiction novel."~9 However, she a rgues that Ma iler's novel goes 
beyond Capote's in that it contains c rit ical self-renections that call attention 
to the narrat ive const ruction of histo ry and thereby tacitly underm ines it s 
own narrato ri al authori ty,!iO which is why Mailer's work is much closer to 
Hutcheon's historiographical metafict ion than Capote's III Cold Blood. But 
because TIIC ExcClltioncr's SOItg lacks the overt creative invention of a novel, 
it would ac tua lly be more accura te to refe r to it as historiographic metab iog-
raphy than historiographic metafiction. 
' 3 Southgate (2009): 35. Southgate's emphaSiS. 
19 Frus (1994), 'fhe Politics tlIui Poetics of JOllnwfisic Narratil'e: 11,c Timely ami tile 71mdcss. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 181. 
so Frus (1994): t81- 4. 
1·1 TnllJiful Piclions 
Literature and the subconsciOliS 
The questions at thi s point nrc these: wha t has made contemporary writers 
so willing to go beyond Capote and Mailer by inventing characters and 
scenes and altering histori cal and biographical fac ts in the biographical 
novel? And what has led o rdinary readers and the li terary establishment 
to accept such Iiberli es? \·Vhile there a re many competing nnswers to these 
questions, one of the most important revolves around O Uf growing under-
standing o f the subconscio lls. Nietzsche articulates mas 1 clearly the idea 
that would have a dec isive impact on bo th the conlent and fOfm of post-
nineteenth-century lite rature. In 71fe emc of Wagncr, Nie tzsche formulat es 
a two -tie red conception of the human , which Significantly undermines the 
trustworthiness and au thority of the kn OWing human subject: "all of us 
have. unco nsciousl)', involuntarily in our bodies va lues, words, fo rmulas. 
mora li t ies of opposite descent - we are, physiologica ll y considered, fa lse."sl 
There exist in our bodies words, va lues , formulas, and moralities that 
frequentl )' confl ict with o ur rational concept ion of ourselves. For instance, 
on a consciolls level, we might say to others and o urselves: I :1111 not a racist. 
SlI t al the subconsciolls level, many of us have absorbed and interna li zed 
racist words and values, which m'lke many of us "r<lcist" uespite our inten-
tions to the contrary. Given the way words, values, momlit ies. and formulas 
of opposite descent invade o ur bodies without our consent ("unconsciously, 
involuntarily") , it is impossible for us to be physiologically true. 
r01is model impacted post-nineteenth -century literature in two separate 
ways . First, many prominent writers shi fted their foc us from the re<l li st's 
ex ternal world , which was now seen as superfi ci:1l and untrustworthy, to 
the world of the subconscious, which was now regarded as more funda -
mental and primary. Second, many prominent wri ters used this two-tier 
model to illuminate contradictory political behavior. For example, Richard 
Wrigh t's 1940 novel Native SOil exam ines the contrad ictof)1 psychology of a 
typical wh ite American Iiber'll. Mr. Dalton donates money to the NAACP, 
hires underprivileged blacks, und support s racia l uplift. And yet, much 
of his fortu ne comes from the massive exploi tation of blacks-he charges 
exorbitant ren ts fo r rat -infested apartments in all -black :1rC<lS of Chicago. 
How is it possible to explain that a white li bera l, who phi lanth ropically hires 
Bigger 1110111<1S, makes his fortune by systemati c:1 l1y exploit ing and violating 
blacks, sllch as the 111OI11as fam ily which is forced to li ve in one of Dalton's 
'I Nil:l zschc (1967), The Cas!! of H'(lgner, in TIl e Birtll of Tragcl/), (IUd TIle Casc of 
Wagller. Translated by Wa tter Kau fmann. New York: Vint 'lge Books: 192. Nielzsche's 
emph aSis. 
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slum tenements? In an essay titled "How 'Bigger' ,"Vas Born," Wright offe rs 
an explanation. What concerned him is less peoplc's conscious and rational 
thought than "the impliCit, almost unconscious, or pre-conscious, assump-
tions and ideals upon which whole nations <lnd races ac t and Ii ve:'52 To put 
the matte r starkJy, post ~ nineteenth -century novelists were star ling to rea li ze 
that, if they wan t to understand the deepest and most important "truths" 
about humans, then they need to find a way to access and represent not what 
people consciously say and think about themselves, but the underground 
mental life, which frequently contradicts what people say and believe about 
themselves.s3 The deepest "truth" about Dalton is not to be found in his 
philanthropiC statements and efforts, but his "unconscious. or pre-conscious" 
assumptions, which lead him to contradict what he says and does. 
This focus on the subconscious is of crucial importance for Gore Vid~I I , 
who could be described as one of the most important figures in the devel-
o pment of the American biograph ical novel. s~ Vidal published Burr in 1973 
and Lincoln in 1984 , and he provides a way for understanding why contem -
porary biographical novelists feel free to invent scenes and characters in 
order to illuminate the li fe of an actual historical figure. According to Vidal, 
one ge ts "to the essence of a culture not by looking :1t what is sa id but b )I 
looking at what is not said, the underlying assumptions of the socie ty. 100 
obvioll s to be stated. Truth-or some crucia l aspec t of truth-resides in 
those silences."s5 The aesthetic task of the novelist. therefore, is to develop 
aesth etic techniques fo r access ing and representing a person's or a culture's 
subconscious. 
Oates' spectacular novel Blonde. which portrays the transformation of 
Norma Jeane into Marilyn Monroe. brilliantly deploys and justifies Olle 
of the most important techniques for illuminating the subconscious. For 
example. when working on a scene for the film Niagara , Oates' Norma 
Sl Wrighl (1998), "How ' Bigger' was Born," in Native SOli. New York: Perennial Classics: 
44 5. 
~l Wrighl's two-tiered portrayal unleashed a mass ive reaction against white liberals, \\'h ich 
would reach its apex in Ihe t960s. For a wonderfully insigili fu l discussion of this devel -
opment , sec Lawrence P. Jackson's Tlu: ImliglUlllt Gctlcrtllioll. 
Si 'Ole line of connection between Vidal and contemporary biographical novelists goes 
through la)' Parin i. Parini and Vidal were d ose fr iends, and in 1990, Pariui publi shed 
"lhe Last Slfliioll, a biographical novellhal has been published in more than Iwenly· fivc 
languages and made into a Hollywood fi tm. Parini acknowledges that Vidal offered h im 
useful suggeslions fo r writing 711c Lasl Slali01I. Pari ni is also heaVily involved wilh Bread 
Loaf, the famous writer's conference at Middlebury Collegt!. r-.hny of the mosl prominent 
biographical novelists toda)' have had dose contact with Parini and have been debating 
the aesthetics of the biographical novel with him for Ihe last Iwenty-fi ve yea rs. 
n Quolcd in lay Parini (1997), HMentors:' in SOllie Necessary Auge!s: Essays 0 11 Writing (Illd 
Politics. New York: Columbia University Press: t5- 16. 
16 Trulliflll Fictions 
Jeane expn:sscs concern to the direc tor that her charac ter Rose Loomis is 
formulaic and underdeveloped. ll1is is lyp ical 19505 Holl ywood, which 
consistently portrays females as simplistic cliches. Oates' Norma Jeane 
wants to give her character depth. so she asks if she can rewrite some of the 
dia logue. The answer, of course, is no. So she decides to act the character in 
a way that would express Rose's complexity. To clarify her approach, Oates' 
Norma Jeane says to the director: 
Il came to me last night Rose had ~\ baby, I thin k. And the baby died. I 
didn't rea li ze it consciously but that's wh}' I play Rose this way. She has 
to be morc than the sc ript says; she's a woman with a secrc t.S6 
Norma Jeane clearly does not consider this story li terally true. for she says 
that she th inks rather than knows that Rose had a baby. More importan tly, 
Rose's "secret" is no t something that is consciously represented in the script 
or film , for it occurs on a subconscio ll s level (" I didn't rea lize it consciously"). 
In prepari ng to act the character. Norma Jeane detects something in the 
behavior that requires an explana tion, something lhat functions at the level 
of the subconscious to impact and determ ine Rose's mysterioll s behavior. 
The only wuy to make sense of the character is to invent a story that would 
clar ify the visible action. TIle story may not be true in a literal sense, but it 
rings true insofar as it funct ions to illuminate the truth of the character's 
complexity. In this instance, projecting into being a subconscious secret 
cre<ltes <l more pl<lllsible female character, one m ore truthful and authentic 
than Hollywood's cardboard women of the 1950s. 
Just as Oates' Norma Je,me invented this scene in order 10 illuminate the 
"truth" of Rose's fema le complexity, so too has Oates invented this scene in 
order to illuminate the "truth" of Norma Jeilne's female complexit y. After 
Norma Jeane tells the director about her approach to Rose's charac ter, he 
resorts to an ad hominem allack: "A dizzy blonde he'd wan t to call her. That 
was the quickest strategy of di smissa l. \Vas he worried she'd undermine his 
authority as director, the way 'Rose Loomis' undermined the author ity and 
manhood of her husband ?"57 J-lollywood males have a subconscious agenda, 
which is to typecast Monroe into the role of the dumb blonde. But Oates' 
Norma Jeane knows the men's subconscio ll s goal, which is to straitjacke t 
women into the role of a weak, dependent, and harmless plaything, and she 
has strategically devised an approach to undermine the men's efforts. But 
the direc tor, who assumes that Norma Jeane is as mindless as the female 
character in his film , cannot imagine that Norma Jeane has the intelligence 
So Oates (2009), Ufol/de: t\ Nowf. Nell' York: Ecco: 330. 
S~ Oates (2009): 330. Oates· em phasis. 
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to grasp and portray character complexity o r to read and challenge his patri -
archal agenda. To expose the directo r's flawed assumptions, Oates renders 
No rma Jeane's complexi ty. which gives the lie to the director's sexist assump-
tions. In essence, what se ts Rose and Norma Jeane apart from the husband 
and director is their complexity and depth. the women's "secret" life o f the 
subconscious that the men can neither see nor appreciate. 
What Oates brilliantly does in Blonde is to creale a fictional scene in order 
to express a sub textual biographical "truth." The scene she invents about 
Norma Jeane is not true literally because it did not occur, as Oates said in 
her interview with me. However, the "truths" about the patriarchal agenda 
of creat ing mindless female characters and Norma Jeane's effort to debunk 
male projections of women accurately reflect the kind of sub textual battlc 
between the actual Hollywood and the real Norma Jeane. Therefore, the 
novelist's creative invention has enabled Oates to portray not a literal "truth" 
about Norma Jeane's day-to-day experiences on the set of a fi lm but , as Vidal 
says , an underlying "truth" rega rding the conflict between Hollywood's pa tri -
archal assumpt ions and Norma Jeane's feminist agenda, "truths" that res ide 
in the subconscious silences that info rm and illuminate visible ac tion. 
The cultu ral shift from the deductive to the 
inductive imagination 
The growing skepticism about and discontentment with the universal and 
the ahistorical certainly contributed to the rise of the biographical novel. 
From Nietzsche, through Wittgenstein , to the French post structuralis ts. 
there was a mo unting suspicion that ah istorical pronou ncements, what 
Jean-Franc;ois Lyotard refers to as meta.narratives, are not only episte-
mologica ll y untrustworthy but also politica lly dangerous. Zavarzadeh 
argues that it was this incredulity toward the ah istorical metanarrative that 
gave birth to the nonfict ion novel , which immerses readers in a welter of 
historical fac ts and refuses to provide an overarching explanatio n to uni fy 
the particulars. Such approaches totally dispense with ahistorical claims. 
W hile many contemporary biographical novelists adopt the postmod -
ernist view that all knowledge systems are human inventions, most do not 
dispense with the universal or the ahistorical. Different for them , however, 
is the nature o f the overarching claim within a literary tex t. To br ing into 
sharp focus the difference, let me return to "The Uses of Histo ry in Fic tion" 
deba te in 1968, because it reflects the m<ljo r cultu ral sh ift that gave risc to 
the biographical novel. 
18 Trlllhjid FiLliolls 
Ellison makes the (<lse "for the autonolllY of fiction" which is why he says 
"that noveli sts should lcave history alone:'$lI For Ellison. the writer's task "is to 
create s}'.mbolic actions wh ich are viable specifically, and which move across 
all of our differences and all of the diversities of the atmosphere."~ This 
descri bes perfectly what Ellison does in iI/visible l'vlall. Like many twentieth-
century American writers, Ellison addresses the contradict ion at the core of 
the contemporary western polity, which could be staled thus: Contemporary 
western polit ical systems seemingly suppo rt the rights of life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness for all people. Yet, these same political systems have 
developed strategic methods fo r excluding large segments of the population 
from obtaining such rights. To illuminate the psychological epistemology 
that enables polilicalleaders to justify their cont radic tory behavior, Ellison 
creates the Brotherhood. The political agenda of the Brotherhood is of 
ultimate impor tance for both the members and the leaders. Therefore, if 
ind ividuals cannot advance one of the Brotherhood's objec tives, they exist 
ou tside history. As such, they can be used and abused with impunity. The 
problem here is not that po liti ca l le<lders take s'ldistic pleasure in violating 
those outside history- Ihis is Cross Damon's view of poli tical leaders in 
Wright's "n,e Outsider. 'With in the framework of Ellison's novel. the problem 
is that, given the construction of their inner eyes, the political leaders do 
not even see those who exist ou tside of their history-making agenda. As 
for the members of the Brotherhood, the politica l leaders frequently do 
not see them as individuals, because they only see them as instruments for 
advancing the goals of the organization, Within this context, as soon as 
a political agenda is established within a person's body, the psychological 
epis temology wi ll de termine what can and cannot be seen, what does and 
docs not belong to history. 
From the time it was first published, readers have sugges ted that the 
Brotherhood is rea ll y the Communis t Party. But as Arnold Rampersad notes, 
Ellison pointed "out repeatedly that the Brotherhood is an inven tion. It is, 
indeed, no more the Commun ist Party than Invisible's college is Tuskegee 
Instit ute."nO Ellison was adamant on this score because his approach to 
the novel was based on the power of the deductive imagination, Once 
Ellison details the way a psychological epistemology func tions within the 
Brotherhood to render certain people and groups invisible, that model could 
be applied to many people and groups, such as the Republican Party, the 
Democratic Party, and the Communist Party. If the Brotherhood were the 
S4I Ellison et il l. (1969): 73, 
.w Ellison t!I ill. (1969): 74. 
00 Rampcrsild (2008) , Ralp" EllisOII: A Riognlp")'. New York: Vintage Books: 245, 
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same as the historically specific Communist Party, then his novel would no 
longer contain its most important "symbolic actions" that could apply to a 
wide variety of political parties. 
During the 1968 forum, Ellison appeared defensive and aggressive in 
relation to Styron, but there was a good reason why. At stake was Ellison's 
approach to the novel as cultu ral criticism and social crit ique, and the 
rise of the biographical novel signaled the decline of the deductive imagi-
nation, which was central to Ellison's aesthetic. The deductive-imagination 
approach starts with an ahislorical precept, which can then, through an ac t 
of the imagination, be applied to specific political groups and people. Put 
more concretely, once readers understand how the Brotherhood's psycho-
logical epistemology functions, they can then use their imagination to 
apply Ellison's model to many specific parties, people, and organizations 
in the real world. But given the growing skepticism about universa ls and 
metanarratives, there was a shift away from aesthetic models that started 
with an ahistorical precept and a shift toward models that fo regrounded 
the historica lly speCific, which explains why the biograph ical novel became 
increasingly more popular with both average readers and prominent wr iters 
after the 1970s. 
Central to the new aes thet ic of the biographical novel is the inductive 
imagination. Unlike the so-called nonfiction novelists, who refuse to offer an 
overarching vis ion, biographical novelists immerse themselves in a histori -
cally specific figure in order to draw a more cross-cultural conclusion. To 
illustrate, let me brieny discuss Madison Sm<lrtt Bell's trilogy about Toussaint 
Louvcrture. TIlese works intelligently and poignantly portray the biza rre 
form s of racist logic that enabled France to justi fy its brutal enslavement and 
violatio n of Haitians. Most iron ic, of course, is that the democratic ideals 
of the French Revolution were not seen as applicable to blacks in Haiti . In 
a response to a histo ri an's subtle crit ique and extensive praise of the trilogy, 
Bell indicates how his nove ls function to illuminate not just the political 
si tuation in Haiti but also the Uni ted States, 
In his essay, Bell claims "Haitian society has gone much further toward 
solving the problem of racism, derived from the history of colonialism en 
masse, than has the society of the Un ited States."61 After cit ing examples to 
support his pOint about the persistence of racism in the United States, Bell 
says that the "root of the problem is a good two hundred yea rs in the P:lst, 
enlaced with the three revolutions that concluded the eighteenth century."f>l If 
ftI Madison Smartt Bcll (200 1), "Engaging the Pas t ~ in Novel Hiswry: Historians and 
Novelists COllfroll1 Americas Pasl (ami Each Other). Mark C Carnes (ed.). Ncw York and 
London: Simon & Schuster: 207. 
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we "'3ntlO milk.: some progress in eradicating contemporary race problems, 
examin ing the situation in Haiti (as represented in Bell's trilogy) would 
supply some answers. 1l1is is the case because, while Haiti . France, and the 
United States had revolut.ions that supposedly extended human rights to 
all people, only Haiti actually extended such rights to blacks. For Bell , the 
"failure of the American and French Revolutions to ex tend their ideology to 
all people created fa ult lines in the societies that resulLed from them, fault 
lines that still promise and produce earthquakes today."6j Given th is failure. 
the situation seems dire. However, literature can move us forward, for if we 
understand and internalize the lessons of the Haitian Revolution, this would 
enable us to bring to fruition the democratic ideals impliCit in our own 
incomplete Revolution. As Bell claims in the concluding sentence of his essay, 
"we must embrace the Haitian Revolution before we can fulfill our own:'6-I 
°n lrough ex tensive research and expert artistic representation, the skil1 ful 
biographical novelist immerses readers in a histor ical situat ion. In the case 
of Bell's trilogy, this enables readers to see some of the root causes of the 
race problem in Hait i. Having understood the h isto rically specific example, 
readers can then use the inductive imagination to do a cross-cultural analysis 
and app lication. TIle biographical novelist's approach is the perfect response 
to the old-school universalism informing Ellison's work, which Edmund 
White unambiguously denounces in his interview, and the noninterpretive 
stance of the so-called nonfiction novelists. Ellison claims that fiction 
"manipulates reality, as it tries to get at those abiding human predica-
ments which arc ageless and timcless:'6s The biographical novelists of the 
postll1odern age are certainly less comfor table making "ageless and timeless" 
Truth claims. But neither do they abandon their role as social and political 
crit ics, so they clea rl y reject the nonfiction novelist's approach of refusing to 
take an interpreti ve stance. Literature that appeals to the inductive imagi-
nation is the response to the two extremes. Instead of inventing a symbolic 
character or group that exposes und expresses a timeless truth (M r. Dalton 
in Native SOil or the Bro therhood in Ill visible Mall), biographical novelists 
deri ve a "truth" f rOIll the experiences of a concrete historical figure. But 
the "t ruth" tha t they derive is not a traditional unive rsal, which would 
apply to all people in all places at all times. Rather, it is a cross-cultural and 
cross- temporal "truth" which we could refer to as a limited o r provisional 
unive rsaL66 
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For example, Bell does not make a unive rsal claim Lhat is supposed to 
illuminate all racis t polities, including, let us say, Nazi Germany. His focus is 
on those countries that had democratic revolutions in the eighteenth century 
but struggled with ex tending human rights to blacks. A cross-temporal 
and cross-cultural application of Bell's insigh ts about Haiti would enable 
Americans to illuminate the contradic tory ideology on which our contem-
porary political system is based. We see this same strategy and approach in 
Banks' Cloudsplitter. Banks examines the racist views of nineteenth-century 
Americans, but he also explores the taboo topic of homosexual desire 
through his narrator, Owen Brown, who is a repressed homosexual. When I 
asked him if there was evidence to suggest that Brown was homosexual, he 
sa id no. However, he said that there were purallels between the race issues 
of the nineteenth century and the issues of homosexuality of the twentieth 
century. 'Through a cross-temporal ac t of the inducti ve imagination, it is 
poss ible to see how nineteenth-century racism can be used to illuminate 
twentieth - and twenty-first-centu ry homophobia. 
Developments in Oates' corpus best chart the transforma tion in the 
literary imagination. In Blo1lde, Oates insightfully pictures the contrad ictory 
psychology of prominent American politicians. As a liberal, it would seem 
lhat JFK would have a progressive view of women. But in his relationship 
with Monroe, he is "a patrician patria rch."6? With regard to the inductive 
imaginat ion, J FK is not merely a typical mule of the 1960s. He also represents 
the contradic tory psychology of a powerful male liberal of the 1990s. No tice 
how Oates d raws a clear parallel between JFK and Bill Clin ton. Marilyn 
enters the President's room, and he is on the phone talking to "a White 
House advise r or cabinet member:'611 Oates describes what happens in a way 
lhat unmistakably recalls the Monica Lewinskl' scandal: "Gamely the Blond 
Actress began to stroke the President's penis, as one might stroke a charm ing 
but unruly pet while its owner looked on proudly, Yet, to her annoyance, 
the President didn't hang up the phone:'69 Published in 2000, this novel was 
written in the late 1990s, at the height of the. Lewinsky affair. But what is 
crucial to note is the transformation in Oates' wri ting during this period. 
Like Wright, Oates targets the contradictory psychology of white male 
liberals in her fiction. Also like vVright, she authors a work that requires 
readers to lise the deductive imagination to critique the American polity. 
That novella is Black Water, which was published in 1992 and is like \Narren's 
Universality. For a rehabili tat ion o f the universal \~ithin the context of li terature and 
cogn itive studies. see Patrick Colm Hogan's "Literary Universals." 
67 Oates (2009): 708 . 
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All tile King's Men in that it does not name the pro tagonist after the original 
figure. This novella is clearly based on the 1969 Chappaquiddick incident, 
when Senato r Ted Kennedy had a car acc ident tha t resulted in the death of 
Mary Jo Kopechne, who is named Kelly Kelleher in the novella. But instead 
of naming her characte r Kennedy, Oates simply refers to him as the Senator. 
Also, the novella is set in the 1990s, afte r the first war in Iraq had already 
started. and the incident occ urs on July 4 rather than July 18, thus giving it 
much more polit ical significance. These changes enable Oates to construct a 
symbolic character (a unive rsal or metanarrat ive) that embodies the reckless 
pat riarchal psychology of so many prominent political figures of the 1990s. 
And once th is symbolic charac ter is clearly defined, readers could then use 
the deductive imagination to illuminate the behavior of a wide range of 
powerful American males. 
By 2000, with the publication of Blonde, Oates produced fiction that 
required readers to use the inductive rat her than the deduct ive imagination. 
Oates names her charac ter Ma rilyn tvlonroe. and while she never actually 
refers to the President as JFK, the histor ic,,1 correspondences make such a 
conclusion inescapable. TI1al historical specific ity functions as an argument 
confirmi ng Oates' cri tique of the patriarchy. TIlis is not the work of the 
fi cti ve imaginat ion, which can easily concoct a sexist character that could 
be llsed to cri tique powerful males in the real world. In the post modern 
age, we are morc skept ical of such fictional abst rac tions because they 
resemble ahistorical precepts or trad itional metanarratives. What we see in 
Biollde, therefore, is an empi riG\1 portrait of a known philanderer, whose 
reprehensible bchavior contributed ' to the death of an actual wOl11an. But 
Oates' concern is not just the patriarchal politics of the 1960s. By subtly 
using details from the Lewinsky case to describe JFK's treatment of Monroe, 
Oates invites rcaders to use the inductive imaginat ion to draw a clear link 
bc tween the patr iarchal polit ics of JFK and Clinton. What JFK did in the 
1960s Clinton continued to do in the 1990s. O r. read the other way, we can 
usc the records from the Lcwinsky case in order to illuminate what occurred 
between Monroe and JFK. My point is thi s: There is something much 
more penetrating and persuasive about literatu re that requires an act of the 
inductive rather than the deductive imaginat ion, which, in part , explains 
why the biographical novel has become increasi ngly popular. 
To be more specific, Blo" de is a much more compelling cri tique of 
white male liberals than either vVright 's Native SO li or Oatcs' Black Water, 
because she avoids the charge of using the fict ive imagination to concoct a 
sexist characte r that funct ions like an ahislorical Truth. By naming names 
"nd fic tionalizing fac tual figures. Oates produces a searing portrait that is 
much more dillicu lt to dismiss as the product of a paranoid or a ru naway 
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imagination. And by inviting readers to use the inductive imagination to 
link the white male liberals of the 1960s and the 1990s, Oates makes her 
implicit argument and cultural cr itique both persuasive and relevant. The 
shift from the deductive to the inductive imagination not only makes logical 
sense, but it is also a necessary aesthetic move for contemporary write rs 
who want to continue in their role as the culture's 1110st insightful social 
critics. 
The interviews 
TIle interviews in this volume have more than just individual merit. TIley 
are va luable in relat ion to each other. For example, in 1997 Anita Diamant 
published Tile Red 7f!tlt, which was, as Terry It Wright notes, "a publishing 
phenomenon."7o This biographical novel imagines the life of Dinah, who is 
raped in Genesis. Afte r the rape, there is almost no information abou t Dinah 
in the Bible. But in The Red Tent, Diamant imagines what happens to Dinah 
both before the rape (also absent (rom the Bible) and after. as she goes to 
Egypt, bears a son, becomes a midwifc, and gets married. This international 
best-seller sold more than two million copies and has been tr" llsiated into 
twenty languages. Given its extraordinary success. it only makes sense that 
subsequent writers would author biographical novels about female religiOUS 
figures. so Sherry Jones published TIle Jewei of the Medilla (2008) and TI .. 
Sword of the Medina (2009), which picture the li fe of Muhammad's nine-year 
old child bride A'isha; and Rebecca Kanner published Simlers and the Sea 
(2013), which gives a name and a voice to the nameless and voiceless wife 
of Noah from Genesis. Both Jones and Kanner "cknowledge their debt to 
Diamant, but they also take this subgenre of the biographical novel in a 
different direction. This is important, because if we want to chart and define 
the evolution and nature of this subgenre, it is useful to hear how these 
wr iters conceive their work in relation to each other. 
But here I want to issue a word of caution and to clarify my decision to 
put the interviews in alphabe tical order. There was a temptation to organize 
the intervicws according to subgenres. For instance, Diamant , Jones, and 
Kanner have wri tten biographical novels about female figu res from a 
religiOUS trad ition, so I could have created a section that contained the 
interviews of these three writers. Howcver, an equally legitimate subsection 
such as feminist biographical novels would have probably included Diamant, 
ro Wrighl (2007), 711e Genesis of Fiction; Modern Novelis ts (15 BiMica l ttlferprcters. Aldcrshot 
and Burlinglon: Ashgatc: 113. 
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JoneS. Kanner. Oates. Scott, Alvara, and Kate Moses. In other words. 
ca tegor ies obviously shift drilmatically on the basis of the overarching 
descriptor, and milny of the novels and novelists categorized here could 
appear in multiple categories. 
Even though I do not use a subgenre classification sys tem to organize the 
interviews. I do ask writers to locate their work within specific traditions. 
One provocative and insightful sllbgen re could be the slavery insurrectionist 
biographical novel, which would include Bontemps' Black ThuIJder, Styron's 
'D,e Confessions ofNnt Tume" Bell's All Souls' Rising. and Banks' Cloudsplitter. 
Another subgenre could be the biographical KI1f1Stierromall, which would 
include Scott's Arrogance, Oates' Blomle, M. Allen Cunningham's Lost SOI1, 
White's Hotel de Dream, Parini's Passages of H.M., and Moses' Wintering. 
Many of the novels focus on anti-Semitism, which would mean that Scott's 
ArrogaHce would be in the same tradition as Duffy's TI,e World as 1 FOllud It, 
Parini's Benjamin's Crossing. Olsen's Nietzsche's Kisses, and Hansen's Hitler's 
Niece. There is obvio ll s value in asking writers to think about their work 
within specific traditions, but there is also a clea r danger of pigeon-holing 
their work, wh ich is another reason I have decided not to organize the inter-
views according to subgenres. 
With regard to the interviews, it is important to note that these are not 
exact transcriptio ns. I recorded all interviews, which I immediately sent 
to m}' research assistan ts, who transcribed them. I then spent a few days 
editing them, eliminating r~dllndancy and fluff and refining the language. 
Finally, I sen t each edited version to the author. who had the opportunity 
to add, delete. or revise. 'The author then sent the final copy to me. This 
process varied from one writer to the next. Many authors only reviewed 
and edited one version of the interview. Others went through multiple 
drafts. I always len it up to the writers to determine when the interview 
was complete. 
I see this work as merely a beginning. There are many more great 
American biogr;)phical novelists, but because of limited time and resources, 
I could not include them in this volume. For instance, I would have gladly 
interviewed David Mamet, Margaret e ezair-Thompson. Jerome Charyn, 
Therese Anne Fowler. Gera ldine Brooks, Jim Shepard. Bruce a Ids, Brian 
Hall , David Maine, and Barbara Mujica, just to name a notable few. I 
especially regret not having interviewed Vidal before his recent passing. But 
I believe this book honors him and his work by acknowledging and carrying 
on his legacy. 
What really needs to be done is to clearly define what the biographical 
novel is uniquely capable of doing. In 1986, Milan Kundera breathed new 
life into the novel by encouraging us "to discover what only the novel can 
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discover." 7L Shifts in our theories of knowledge have necess itated corre" 
sponding developments in the form of the novel, so what is needed are 
studies that clarify precisely what only the biographical novel can discover. 
Liam Mcllvanney and Ray Ryan recently published an edited collection of 
essays titled The Good oj the Novel. and they have rightly noted that "the 
novelness of novels is coming back"12 in part because of the decline of theory. 
I have strategically avoided interjecting too much theory into the interviews 
not just because of ilS decline but also because most of the writers in this 
volume consider it mind-numbing and intellectually reductive. One writer 
went so far as to say to me off the record that the current crisis in the human-
ities is a consequence of theory's alienating, obscure, and anti-democratic 
jargon. In many ways. I have followed Mcllvanney and Ryan's lead by posing 
questions that any seriolls thinking person who loves reading literature 
could ask: ""V hat is it that the novel knows? What kinds of truth can the 
nove) tell?"n My questions in these interviews are the same, but they narrow 
the focus by discuss ing speci fi cally the biographical novel. My audience, 
however, is not just academics. These interviews should engage people in 
and out of the univerSity, and they do what all novels should do, which is 
to expand our understanding of the world and each other, rai se perplexing 
questio ns about life. and confirm that humans are insoluble mysteries. 
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